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Attachment Preferences: [1], and much subsequent work, show that speakers of different languages differ in 
Relative Clause attachment preferences in complex NPs of the form NP1 P NP2: Low Attachment (LA) is found in 
English (1a), and High Attachment (HA) in Spanish (1b). Various factors (prosody, length of RC/breaks, position 
of complex NP a.o.) modulate preferences within a language, but crosslinguistic distinctions still prevail [2]. These 
findings questioned the universality of parsing principles as Right Association (Kimball 1973; Phillips 1996)/Late 
Closure (Frazier 1979)/Recency (Gibson 1991), and raised important problems for language acquisition [3-4].  

We provide a new argument for the universality of parsing preferences by showing that variation across, and 
within, languages stems from structural differences: the availability of Pseudo Relatives (PR).  

PR: (1a) and (1b) have been assumed to be substantially identical in this literature, with that/que introducing a RC 
that can either attach to NP1 or NP2. However, Spanish (and Italian, a.o.), but not English, allows for an 
additional parse (2) in which the clauses introduced by que are interpreted as PRs. PRs, like Small Clauses (SC) 
in English, are not modifiers of NPs but complements or adjuncts of V, to which they attach (see [5] and 
references cited therein for evidence that PRs correspond to SCs and not to RCs). Crucially, just like SCs (3), 
PRs necessarily take the higher NP as their subject, giving the illusion of high attachment.  

Hypothesis: PRs availability is a primary factor modulating attachment: i. When PRs are available, they attach as 
complements of the main verb (Minimal Attachment), where only NP1 can be the subject of a PR giving the 
appearance of HA. ii. When PRs are unavailable, only RCs are available and LA arises (Late Closure). 

Previous Findings: Several results from the literature support this hypothesis: i. Cross-linguistically HA Languages 
allow PRs (Spanish, Italian, French, Dutch, Croatian, Bulgarian, Japanese, Korean, Greek) and LA Languages do 
not (English, Romanian, German, see [6]); and ii. Within one language, when PRs are not available LA preference 
is also found (4-6 illustrate a few cases to be discussed). 

Novel Results: In a questionnaire in Italian (n=30) we manipulated availability of PRs in a 2RCposition[Center 
Embedding, Right Branching]x2RCtype[subject, object] design (7). Due to syntactic constraints, PRs were only 
permitted in condition A. Meaning was kept constant across conditions. As predicted a HA preference was only 
found in (A), as shown through a significant interaction RCposition*RCtype (t = 2.44) in a mixed model regression.  
Further, the analysis showed the standard effect of RCposition (t= 4.03). . Similar preliminary data obtained from 
the manipulation of verb type [perceptual/PRs vs. stative/*PR] in Spanish and Portuguese support these results. 

Conclusions: PR availability is a major factor in determining attachment preferences. All attachment is local (PRs 
attach locally to closest VP), and parsing variation originates from grammatical variation. 

(1) a. I saw the son1 of the man2 that EC2 was running b. Vi al hijo1 del hombre2 que EC1 corría 
(2) Ho [visto [SC Mario che correva]] / *I saw Mario that ran / I [saw [SC Mario running]] 
(3) pro [Vi [SC al hijo del hombre que EC1/*2 corría]] / I [saw [SC the son1 of the man2 EC1/*2 running]] 
(4) Subjects: El hijo del hombre que corría es joven / The son of the man that ran is young [7] 
(5) Nominals: La foto de la casa que ardió / The picture of the house that burned [8]  
(6) RCs with rel. pron.: El hijo del hombre quien corría / The son of the man who ran [2] 
(7) A. Qualcuno ha visto il cugino del ragazzo che veniva picchiato dalla polizia (PR OK) 
Someone saw the cousin of the boy that was being hit by the police 
B. Qualcuno ha visto il cugino del ragazzo che la polizia aveva picchiato (*PR) 
Someone saw the cousin of the boy that the police had hit 
C. Il cugino del ragazzo che veniva picchiato dalla polizia é grasso (*PR) 
The cousin of the boy that was being hit by the police is fat 
D. Il cugino del ragazzo che la polizia aveva picchiato é grasso (*PR) 
The cousin of the boy that the police had hit is fat 
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